
PARENT HANDOUT 

READ with ME:  RHYME  

Why is rhyme important for young children? 

One way children learn to read English is by noticing patterns. “The cat sat on the mat to find 
the rat” has a pattern of rhyming sounds: cat, sat, mat, rat.  When children hear this rhyming 
pattern, they can start to guess what comes next.  Part of learning to read is guessing what 
might come next, based on what you have already read.  Recognizing and predicting patterns is 
an important reading skill. 

When children hear the pattern they may connect it to the letters on the page (cat, sat, mat, rat 
all have the same last two letters: -at).  Learning to hear and see patterns is an important part 
of learning to read and later to write English. 

 
How can I use rhyme to help my child love books and have fun? 

Read books that have rhyming words over and over again.  Repetition is what helps children 
recognize vocabulary words, remember the book, and feel confident. Of course it is best if it is a 
book the child likes!  

Stop before reading the rhyming word to see if the child can predict and tell you what comes 
next: “The cat sat on the mat to find the rrrr-----”  If the child gets it wrong, that’s ok. You can 
say the word together and go on. Looking at and hearing books should be fun.   Your child might 
want to read the book to you! 

Point to the words in the book that rhyme, so your child can see how they look similar. 

What else can I do? 

 Play with words and make up more rhymes.  What else can the cat do?  “Put on a hat, 
play with Pat, hit a ball with a bat…” It is ok if the rhyming word is not a real word!  It is 
fun to create rhymes while sitting in the car, waiting at an office, in the store, or in line. 

 Write your own rhyming book: your child talks, you write it down, your child illustrates 
it, you both staple the pages together!  You can base it on a rhyming book you already 
have. ( Brown Bear Brown Bear is a good model for book your child can imitate.) 

 Rhyming is fun!  Connecting rhyme to books makes reading fun too. 

 


